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For reasons of tradition, globular-cluster variable stars are, as a rule, not included in the GCVS. This tradition contradicts the original intention that the GCVS should contain all sufficiently well-studied and confirmed
variable stars of our Galaxy. Rather many globular-cluster variables definitely vary and are well-studied. They are listed in specialized catalogues of variable stars in globular clusters, which are certainly an important
source of information, but, in our opinion, should ultimately be also added to the GCVS. One of the problems not permitting to do it so far is that only rectangular coordinates, and in not quite unified systems, are
available for many globular-cluster variable stars. We are on the way to reliable identification of most stars in question with modern positional catalogues. If this is not possible, we measure their equatorial coordinates. In
the course of this work, we found many earlier unknown cross-identifications between the catalogue of globular-cluster variables and the GCVS/NSV catalogues, several mistakes in the catalogues.

Currently, the main source of information on variable stars in globular clusters is the online catalogue of variable stars in globular clusters (CVSGC)
kept by C.M. Clement (cf. Clement et al., 2001). It contains about 3000 stars, most of them listed with rectangular coordinates of different formal
precision, referred to cluster centers, with only very approximate center positions given. Many stars in the CVSGC are sufficiently well-studied for
the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS), provided that we drop the old rule that globular-cluster variables, in variance with open-cluster
variables, should not be included. However, first we must solve the coordinate problem. So far, we have checked identifications, retrieved equatorial
coordinates from a positional catalogue (mainly from 2MASS) or determined coordinates ourselves for more than 2100 variables from the CVSGC
in 82 clusters (from one to almost three hundred variables in the CVSGC in each of them).
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A rare case of the ASAS-3 data and catalogue (Poimanski, 2002)
being able to help both the GCVS and the CVSGC: V54 (NGC 6638)
= NSV 24472 had no period in the GCVS data base or in Clement’s
catalog but had a Mira light curve and period in ASAS-3. The light
curve shown is our solution of the ASAS-3 data. Unfortunately, most
globular-cluster variable stars are too faint for the ASAS-3 survey.
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A 1º×1º field around NGC 6638. Red circles are positions of several
variable stars from the CVSGC, based on their equatorial coordinates
from Rutily & Terzan (1977). All 37 stars with equatorial coordinates
from the cited paper have wrong catalogued positions, with errors
from 13 to 49 arcminutes (more than half a degree in 18 cases). Green
circles are correct positions. Double GCVS identifications for two
NGC 6638 variables (V13, V63) in the following Table are due to
their bad coordinates in the literature.

The Table presents 199 identifications of globular-cluster
variables in the CVSGC with the GCVS and the NSV catalogue,
made during the current study. Some of these stars are cluster
non-members, others were discovered and announced without
reference to globular clusters. Most of these identifications were
already known in the complete GCVS data base. Only 9 of them
are mentioned in the CVSGC (asterisks). Amazingly, even such
stars as WY CVn (V205 in NGC 5272=M3) and WZ CVn (V206
in M3), identified with the GCVS in Bakos et al. (2000), the
main source of CVSGC coordinates in M3, remain without
GCVS identifications in the CVSGC.

The raw ASAS-3 V-band light curve of the red variable V68
(NGC 3201) = NSV 4810. No magnitudes at all are quoted for this
star in the CVSGC. The star would be ready for adding it to the
GCVS, were there no rule not to include globular-cluster variables
(by its brightness, it quite can be a red-giant member of
NGC 3201).

In the course of this study, we found about 80 errors in coordinates in the CVSGC (some of them already communicated to Dr. C.M. Clement and
corrected), about 10 errors of different character in the same catalogue, and a number of errors in other sources (wrong charts, etc.).
In our opinion, both the CVSGC team and the GCVS team should continue their work on globular-cluster variables. After we finish checking
the coordinates later this year, we will be able to include those variables that meet the strict GCVS naming criteria (the star should be sufficiently studied
for it being possible to assign it at least a tentative type in the GCVS classification system) to the GCVS. This will be a logical step like that made in the
1940s, when Novae, earlier considered a class of objects different from classical variable stars, were added to the GCVS. A large fraction of
globular-cluster stars will, however, remain “suspected” variables from the GCVS point of view, being genuine variable stars represented in the catalogue
of variable stars in globular clusters but poorly studied yet.
In future, the catalogue of variable stars in globular clusters should contain only verified equatorial coordinates for all the stars. This will permit to
avoid continuing confusion among catalogues, lists of new discoveries, variable-star inventories. We will provide the CVSGC team with the complete list of
coordinates and identifications upon the completion of this study.
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